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This year has been a little challenging
when it comes to trips on the Hardi bus.
While most Homes managed to get an
excursion in earlier in the year, staff have
tried to be creative when organising
activities to keep our residents'
entertained and 'enjoying life'.
Clockwise from top; 1- Helen from
Summer Hill gets some help to make her
mask; 2 - John from Summer Hill having
fun with staff; 3 & 4 - Maria from
Mountainview in Penrith icing cakes for
the masterpiece, which is beautifully
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finished in picture 3
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What's Happening at
Across the Hardi group, there have been a number of personnel changes during the year,
and while some have moved to opportunities elsewhere, others have celebrated
significant years' of service with us.
With Christmas just around the corner, our wish is for a more 'normal' 2022, where we can
regain our focus on providing the best possible care and service to our Hardi residents' and
their families.

HEAD OFFICE RELOCATION
During November, all head office staff will move into the new office space located in Seven
Hills - albeit that staff will work out of the office on different days to ensure social
distancing. It will be wonderful to reunite the team and be able to work together as a
cohesive unit - something we have been missing for a while.
NEW STAFF AROUND OUR HOMES
Since our last newsletter we have had a number of new staff join Hardi, both as part of the
Executive team and around our six homes. Eleonora Bodini joined in May as Facility
Manager at Summer Hill, Lisa Burton will become the new Facility Manager at Guildford in
November, Vidyananda (Vic) Taiper and Shailendra Thapa were appointed Assistant Facility
Manager's at Manly Vale and Penrith respectively and Pooja Madan and Ramya Billa both
joined Blacktown as Clinical Manager's.
CELEBRATING OVER 35 YEARS
Mary Lencus, an Assistant in Nursing at Wyoming, is due to retire shortly, having worked for
Hardi at Summer Hill for over 35 years. She is looking forward to retirement and the
opportunity to spend more time with her daughter in Sydney and travelling to New York to
see her son. Hardi management would like to thank Mary for the many years' of loyal
service and will hold a farewell party for her sometime in November.
FOCUS ON EDUCATION AND COMMUNICATION
During 2022, Hardi will be increasing its focus on aged care education and communication
for both staff and family members. A new monthly newsletter for staff called "Hardi CORE"
and bi-monthly newsletter for family members, "Hardi CARE" will become part of improved
education material.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF
SOCIAL CONNECTION

INTRODUCING THE NEW
HARDI CONNECT APP
As we all know, social connection for
seniors is critical, playing an essential
role in their mental, emotional and
physical health. Studies have proven
that seniors with a strong social
network and close contact with family
and friends, have a better quality of life
and experience superior overall health
and wellness.
We appreciate that social connection
has been difficult over the last couple of
years, and so recently introduced
another method of keeping everyone
connected - via the Hardi CIC Connect
App. The App is easy to download onto
any smartphone or tablet device and
includes information such as:
COVID-19 restrictions and visitor
arrangements
Updates from our homes
Messages from Hardi Aged Care
management
Newsletters
Menus and lifestyle activity
calendars
Multi-lingual support
Multi-party video calling and chat
For further details or assistance, please
call Marketing on 0439 437 635.
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WHERE ENJOYING LIFE MATTERS

PLANNING FOR THE
FUTURE - BRING BACK
THE FUN!
That is something that has definitely
been lacking lately - the FUN!
NEW HARDI PEOPLE MOVERS
As we head into 2022, we are hopeful
that we will be able to organise more
trips for residents to get out and
about around Sydney. To achieve this,
we are purchasing a Hardi people
mover for every Home which will
assist with more frequent and tailored
trips for smaller groups of residents.
LIFESTYLE TEAMS
In 2022, we will also be working hard
with our Lifestyle Teams to ensure,
where possible, that we personalise
activities to suit the varied interests of
our residents. We welcome any
suggestions that you may have about
activities that you think your family
member might enjoy.
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Over the course of the next few years,
we will be gradually looking to
upgrade many of our Homes and
provide more diverse accommodation
options - further detail to come in the
next edition of 'Hardi at Home'.
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NAVIGATING OUR WAY
OUT OF COVID-19

WELCOMING BACK
FAMILY AND FRIENDS
It has been wonderful to see many of you
finally having a chance to visit loved ones
in our care, following the easing of visitor
restrictions to aged care homes.
Suffice it to say, it has been no easy feat
navigating our way through COVID-19
and the highly contagious Delta variant the outbreaks, lockdowns, furloughing of
staff, hospital admissions and the terribly
sad loss of life that occurred from
transmission in some homes.
It is difficult to predict at this point what
the future will hold and how much longer
we will need to continue living with
restrictions as a result of COVID-19. It
may well be that for aged care, we will
never return to the old 'normal', but
instead find a way of living with some
impositions.
One thing is for certain, and that is that
we at Hardi have learnt a lot, and made
significant improvements to our clinical
governance around infection prevention
protocols as a result. We have employed
more experts on staff, which hopefully
will ensure that we are in a better
position to deal with anything that
comes our way in the future.
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IN MEMORIUM

IN MEMORY OF
THOSE WE LOST
To all the family members of those that
passed away over the last year (either
from age or pandemic-related causes),
we pass on our sincere condolences. In
particular, we would like to acknowledge
the families of residents from our
Summer Hill and Guildford homes who
were affected by the COVID outbreaks,
and take time to celebrate the lives of
those we lost. Summer Hill had a
memorial service during September and
we will organise a similar service for
Guildford families before Christmas.
Hardi management are currently looking
at options for a more permanent
memorial at both sites and will provide
an update in the next newsletter. In the
meantime, we would like to remember
them in prayer:
Father, you know our hearts and share our sorrows.
We are hurt by our parting from those whom we loved:
when we are angry at the loss we have sustained,
when we long for words of comfort,
yet find them hard to hear,
turn our grief to truer living,
our affliction to firmer hope
in Jesus Christ our Lord.
Amen.
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